Abstract The parallels between gambling and substance addiction are increasingly acknowledged; despite this, legislation surrounding gambling is being progressively relaxed and opportunities to gamble continue to increase. There are currently no dedicated treatment options for gambling disorder, and as such, it may come to represent a considerable public health concern. Gamblers represent a heterogeneous population; yet, deficits have been repeatedly observed in regard to impulse control and decision making. Additionally, gamblers typically demonstrate greater endorsement of irrational or distorted beliefs regarding gambling in comparison to healthy controls. In this review, we suggest that animal models may offer a valuable opportunity to elucidate the neurobiological basis underlying these three major areas of dysfunction. We present a number of rodent behavioural paradigms that indicate a somewhat common involvement of the dopamine D 2 -like receptor family. Yet, importantly, these tasks show that these behaviours appear to be both pharmacologically and neurologically dissociable. Use of these animal models could therefore theoretically inform more symptomdirected pharmacotherapies based on areas of dysfunction seen in individuals.
Introduction
Gambling or wagering on uncertain outcomes has been reported throughout human history. Present in virtually every culture, gambling is undertaken and enjoyed by the majority of individuals within the society [1] [2] [3] . For most people, gambling is simply a harmless pastime, but for some, it can become a maladaptive compulsion with severe repercussions on an individuals' quality of life in a manner akin to drug or alcohol addiction [4] . The symptoms of such cases of gambling disorder (GD) are so similar to those used to diagnose drug addiction that GD was re-classified as an addiction, rather than an impulse control, disorder in the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual [5] . Increasing access to gambling opportunities means that prevalence rates of GD are likely to rise [6, 7] ; yet, only limited success has been achieved with either pharmacological or behavioural treatments, and there are currently no dedicated treatment options [8] [9] [10] . A possible reason for this lack of success in developing appropriate therapeutics for GD may lie in the heterogeneity within gambling. Not only are there a multitude of different games within the gambling panoply, but gamblers themselves represent a diverse group [11•] . Whether there are common vulnerabilities that precede the development of GD is not currently clear, but there is little evidence to support any prototypical neurobiological dysfunction in individuals with GD, in the same way as is often reported in alcohol or substance addiction [12, 13] .
Studies using non-human subjects such as rats have the potential to meaningfully develop our understanding about the pathogenesis of human disorders and inform novel This article is part of the Topical Collection on Gambling * Paul J. Cocker pcocker@psych.ubc.ca treatments [14] . Although animal models cannot mimic GD per se, they can model aspects of gambling-related behaviour and thus make a critical contribution to our understanding of the cognitive processes underlying engagement in gambling. Considering different gambling behaviours as potentially subject to independent expression and regulation, rather than assuming a universal 'pro-gambling' phenotype from the outset, may be more appropriate when trying to elucidate risk factors for disorders like GD in which the etiology is complex and likely multifactorial; moreover, such an approach is in-line with emerging diagnostic frameworks [15, 16] . To this end, we will focus here on three cognitive domains within which gamblers exhibit dysfunction, namely in regard to increased impulsivity [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , disadvantageous cost/benefit decision making [23] [24] [25] and increased endorsement of irrational beliefs or cognitive biases pertaining to gambling [22, 26, 27] . Although these three areas represent a broad swathe of behaviours, each is not only subjectively but objectively quantifiable, making it possible to design appropriate paradigms for use in non-humans subjects. For the sake of brevity, we will also restrict discussion to the use of laboratory rodents to model these behaviours, as rodent models have been used more widely for neural and pharmacological characterisation studies, enabling data to be evaluated across multiple experiments. The majority of the paradigms developed to date utilise computer-controlled operant chambers that minimise interexperimenter variation and allow for multiple behavioural measurements as well as rigid parameter control through greater automation. All the tasks discussed here can be run in standard 5-hole operant chambers. These chambers contain an array of 5 response apertures on one wall, each fitted with an infrared beam capable of detecting nose-poke entries. Along the opposite wall, two retractable levers or other manipulanda can be installed, typically positioned on either side of a food tray into which sugar pellets are delivered via an external dispenser.
Impulsivity
Impulsivity can broadly be defined as acting or making decisions without appropriate forethought [28] . Although some level of impulsivity can be adaptive in both human and animal populations, high levels of impulsivity inevitably result in deleterious consequences and are associated with a wide range of behavioural disorders, including problem gambling [29, 30] .
Factor analysis of self-report questionnaires, as well as analyses of intra-individual behavioural variation, indicates that impulsivity is a non-unitary construct. While there is still some debate over the most appropriate way to define and measure different aspects of impulsivity, the Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS-11) remains one of the most commonly used assessment scale [31] . This metric typically identifies three sub-components of motor, non-planning and attentional impulsivity. Most of the established rodent models of impulsive behaviours have been designed to model one of these sub-types [32] . Previous reviews have dealt extensively with modelling differing forms of impulsivity in animal models [28, [33] [34] [35] . Therefore, we will limit our discussion to two commonly used rodent paradigms that have arguably the most face, construct and predictive validity. The first is the 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT), which is loosely analogous to the continuous performance task (CPT) in humans, and which has recently been successfully back-translated into humans, further confirming its validity [36] . The CPT requires participants to scan a 5-digit sequence and respond only when that sequence matches a 'target' sequence. Errors of commission occur when the subject responds prematurely to a sequence that matches the target stimulus in all but the last number. To avoid such impulsive responses, subjects must therefore wait to fully identify the target sequence. Subjects with GD make more of these premature responses on the CPT than healthy controls, indicative of greater motor impulsivity [37] .
Secondly, we will discuss a model of impulsive decision making known as delay discounting, in which impulsive choice is defined as the selection of a smaller immediately available reward over a larger delayed one and is thought to represent intolerance to delay of gratification. Various delaydiscounting tasks have been used widely in both humans and animals [38] . The size of the reward and/or the length of the delays are varied in order to generate a hyperbolic discounting curve. Steeper discounting curves i.e. increased preference for smaller-sooner rewards have been repeatedly shown in subjects with GD [20, 22, 39] .
5-Choice Serial Reaction Time Task
The 5-CSRTT requires animals to scan the 5-hole array in order to accurately detect the brief illumination (typically 0.5 s) of one of the apertures. The animal must make a 'nosepoke' response in the hole that was illuminated in order to gain food reward, thereby providing a measure of animals' visuospatial attention. Responses made prematurely, before the stimulus light is illuminated, generates an index of motor impulsivity [40] .
The 5-CSRTT has been used extensively in numerous labs around the world, such that a comprehensive review of both the pharmacological and neurobiological regulation of task performance would be beyond the scope of this review to discuss fully [see 40 for review]. Yet, what does appear clear is that not only are various aspects of performance behaviourally and pharmacologically dissociable, but they also depend on distinct core neural loci. In specific regard to premature responses on the 5-CSRTT, amphetamine has particularly prominent and robust effects [41] . Amphetamine is a psychostimulant that affects multiple neurochemical systems, including those of the monoamines dopamine, serotonin and noradrenaline [42] . Amphetamine-induced elevations in premature responding have been independently replicated by numerous groups and can be attenuated by administration of both systemic and intra-accumbens dopaminergic antagonists, as well as selective ablation of dopaminergic terminals in the striatum [41] . Critically, similar elevations in impulsivity are also observed after administration of the selective dopamine reuptake inhibitor GBR12909, as well as other psychostimulants such as cocaine and methylphenidate [43] . Although serotonergic and noradrenergic compounds, such as the selective 5-HT 2C receptor antagonist SB242084 [44] and alpha-2 receptor antagonist yohimbine [45] , also increase premature responding, neither serotonin-or noradrenaline-specific reuptake inhibitors mimic this action of amphetamine [46] . As such, it would appear that, in the most general terms, potentiation of dopaminergic signalling has a particularly prominent role to play in mediating this form of behavioural disinhibition.
In a similar manner to systemic pharmacological manipulations, differing cortico-striatal circuitry appears to subserve distinct aspects of 5-CSRTT performance. With regard to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), whereas accuracy of attentional performance appears to depend on the integrity of the prelimbic area (PrL), lesions to either the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) or infralimbic cortex (IL) selectively increase impulsive responding [47] . Elevations in both premature and perseverative responding have also been reported after lesions or inactivation of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) [48] . It should also be noted that lesions of the nucleus accumbens produced more selective impairments in impulse control, with increases in premature responding only observed on trials directly following an incorrect response [49] .
Delay Discounting
Similar to human paradigms, rodent delay-discounting tasks involve the choice of an immediately available small reward or a larger reward delivered after a delay. Operant tasks can be divided broadly into those which use a fixed set of delays and rewards that change either within or between sessions, or those in which either the size of the rewards or the delay to the delivery of the larger reward is varied on a trial-by-trial basis depending on the animals' choice on the previous trial [see 50 for review]. Perhaps the most widely used methodology is that based on Evenden and Ryan's original paradigm which was developed specifically to enable the efficacy of pharmacological challenges to be assessed and therefore incorporates standard within-session shifts in delay [51] . This method has the advantage of simplicity [see 52 for potential confounds present in adjusting delay/amount tasks], although it may not allow for a true assessment of delay-sensitivity independent of subjective reward evaluation [see 53 for multiplicative hyperbolic discounting model discussion]. In the Evenden and Ryan model, the animal chooses between a small reward (typically 1 sugar pellet) delivered immediately or a larger reward (typically 4 pellets) that is delivered after a delay. This delay increases in a step-wise session across the blocks, for example from 0 to 10, 20, 40 and 60 s. All trials are of equivalent length, such that selection of the larger reward always results in the most reward at any point in the session.
Similar to premature responding on the 5-CSRTT, impulsive choice on delay-discounting tasks appears sensitive to pharmacological agents that potentiate the effects of dopamine. Yet, in contrast to the increased premature responding reliably observed on the 5-CSRTT, most papers report that administration of amphetamine decreases impulsive choice on delay-discounting tasks, increasing choice of the larger but delayed reward [see 34 for discussion]. This increase can be blocked with prior administration of a D 2 but not a D 1 antagonist-moreover, the effects of amphetamine are mimicked by GBR12909 but not the norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor desipramine [54] .
Although broadly similar, there are differences in the cortico-striatal circuits that mediate behaviour on the 5-CSRTT and delay discounting. For instance, ACC lesions increase motor impulsivity on the 5-CSRTT but do not affect impulsive decision making on delay discounting [55] . Likewise, excitotoxic lesions to the OFC increase perseverative and premature responding on the 5-CSRTT [56] but can produce bidirectional effects on impulsive decision making on delay discounting [57] , dependent upon task contingencies and subjective baseline behaviour [see 58 and 59 for discussion]. In contrast to these differences, both the 5-CSRTT and delay discounting are affected by lesions to the PrL cortex, whereby animals are less able to respond appropriately to task contingencies but are not specifically more or less impulsive [47, 55] . Similarly, impulsivity on both tasks is increased following lesions to the nucleus accumbens [49, 55] and ventral hippocampus [60, 61] .
Summary
Both the 5-CSRTT and delay discounting appear to be subserved by fronto-striatal circuits as well as the ventral hippocampus, and impulsive responses on both tasks can be modulated by dopaminergic activity. Yet, beyond these superficial similarities, there are task-specific differences that suggest caution when extrapolating from one metric of a behavioural construct to another and further clarify the need for a comprehensive characterisation of differing forms of impulsivity within different forms of gambling.
Delay discounting is arguably one of the most wellcharacterised impulsivity measures in human gamblers [62] , and as such, tasks in rodents may offer an opportunity to elucidate the neural circuitry that might underlie this form of impulsive choice.
The 5-CSRTT not only allows the measurement of prepotent impulsive responses, but also provides an index of compulsive action-when animals continue to respond in apertures even after food delivery has been signalled [40, 63] . Compulsivity and impulsivity are often viewed as diametrically opposed, but there is growing recognition that they may be dissociable but related constructs [64] , particularly in regard to GD [65] where they may underlie differing forms of dysfunctional gambling behaviour. Lastly, the 5-CSRTT is able to parametrise aspects of attention and motivation, cognitive functions that are impaired in subjects with ADHD. Given the high concurrent morbidity rates between ADHD and gambling [66] , the 5-CSRTT may represent a compelling paradigm with which to investigate multiple aspects of dysfunction typically seen within GD.
Decision-Making Deficits
Problem gambling could be conceptualised as increased risky financial decision making. Indeed, human gamblers consistently demonstrate impaired performance on tasks measuring cost/benefit decision making under both risk and ambiguity, such as the Cambridge gambling task [19] , game of dice task [25] and the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) [67] , deficits that cannot exclusively be accounted for by increased impulsivity or deficits in cognitive ability [67] . Amongst the laboratory tasks used to probe aberrant decision making, the IGT has been the most widely used and several rodent analogues have been developed. The IGT requires participants to choose cards from four decks in order to accumulate points. Two decks are advantageous, associated with smaller immediate gains but also smaller losses. In contrast, the two disadvantages decks are associated with larger gains but also disproportionately larger long-term losses. Ergo, the optimal strategy is to avoid the tempting 'high-risk high-reward' options and instead choose from the less risky decks and steadily accrue smaller amounts [68] . Persistent choice of the former, disadvantageous decks is commonly observed in both gambling and substance use disorder [67, 69, 70] , further indicating that addictive disorders may share a common etiology. Yet, whether aberrant decision making on these tasks arises subsequently or antecedent to chronic exposure to gambling games is unclear. Animal models of such decision making may aid in elucidating vulnerabilities to such cognitive perturbations and the relationship of these deficits to other areas of dysfunction such as impulsivity. Although multiple versions of a rodent IGT have been developed with differing strengths and weaknesses [see 71 for discussion], the rat gambling task (rGT) has been the most widely adopted.
The Rat Gambling Task
The rGT, consistent with the IGT, requires animals to choose between four options with established contingencies. Two options are disadvantageous-associated with larger gains (food reward) but more frequent and larger punishments (time-out periods); whereas, the other two options are advantageousassociated with smaller gains but smaller and less frequent punishments. Animals have 30 min to maximise their 'earnings'; therefore, these time-out periods reduce the opportunity to earn reward. Thus, analogous to the human version, animals must learn to choose the low-reward low-punishment 'decks' more often than the superficially alluring but ultimately disadvantageous ones [72] .
Results with the rGT demonstrate that animals show a very similar pattern of behavioural responses to humans playing the IGT, with selection of the tempting high-risk options declining with increased experience with the contingencies, resulting in a clear preference for options linked to smaller but safer rewards [72] . Optimal decision making on the rGT is modulated by multiple pharmacological systems. Systemic administration of amphetamine or the 5-HT 1A agonist 8-OH-DPAT both resulted in similar impairments with animals selecting the optimal options less following administration of either compound. In contrast, the dopamine D 2 -like receptor antagonist eticlopride improved optimal choice behaviour [72] . Despite the similar effects of 8-OH-DPAT and amphetamine, subsequent investigations have indicated that the effects of amphetamine on choice do not appear to be due to its actions at a single monoamine transmitter but rather the additive effects on multiple systems. Systemic administration of reuptake inhibitors for serotonin, dopamine or norepinephrine in isolation produces only mild effects on task performance. In contrast, any combination of two reuptake inhibitors significantly impaired behaviour on the rGT in a similar manner to that observed following systemic amphetamine [73] . Interestingly, amphetamine's effects on choice behaviour appear to be somewhat dissociable from those on motor impulsivity. The rGT, in a similar manner to the 5-CSRTT, also measures premature responding. Consistent with pharmacological data from the 5-CSRTT discussed above, motor impulsivity is increased following the administration of amphetamine, an effect which appears contingent on increasing extra-synaptic levels of dopamine, but not serotonin or norepinephrine [73, 74] . These data imply that risky decision making and impulsivity are dissociable. However, a recent meta-analysis revealed that at a population level, motor impulsivity on the rGT and choice of the risky disadvantageous options are well correlated. Thus, although these two constructs may be pharmacologically dissociable, indicating discrete traits, they may have synergistic effects on one another when both are present to a greater degree [see 75 for discussion].
Human performance on the IGT has been demonstrated to rely on the integrity of brain regions that underlie the formation and maintenance of addictive behaviours, particularly the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and amygdala [68, [76] [77] [78] . Hypoactivity of prefrontal regions is one of the most oft-reported findings from imaging studies of subjects with GD, and the decisionmaking profile of problem gamblers on the IGT is characteristic of those with focal lesions to prefrontal cortical regions [67, 73, 79] . Similarly, animals performing the rGT show impairments following inactivations to the basolateral amygdala or OFC and disconnection of these two areas also retards learning of the optimal task strategy [80, 81] . Lesions to the prefrontal cortex can also reduce preference for the advantageous options [82] . Lastly, recent work has highlighted a key role for the agranular insula and medial prefrontal cortex in mediating choice behaviour on the rGT, as either inactivations or lesions to these regions decreased optimal decision making by promoting the most risk-averse strategy [83] . These data are congruent with the notion that increased insula activity may facilitate detrimental gambling-related decision making, as patients with focal lesions to the insula cortex appear immune to various gambling-related cognitions [84] .
Summary
Data from the rGT suggests decision-making circuitry is relatively well conserved across species, and tasks such as the rGT may offer an opportunity to elucidate circuits that underlie dysfunctional decision making. Furthermore, these tasks can also explore the relationship between constructs such as impulsivity and impaired decision making and how these constructs interact. The data derived from the rGT thus far suggests that, while D 2 -like receptors may be important for modulating impulsive decision making under risk, multiple pharmacological systems appear to underlie perturbations in cost/benefit decision making. The complex relationship between impulsivity and risky decision making alluded to above is intriguing and leads to the suggestion that examining traits as a continuum, rather than a dichotomy, even within nonclinical populations may be informative. Moreover, these individual differences are clearly demonstrable across species and are worth examining further within animal models [75] . Of particular interest, in this regard, is the recent translational study using the rGT to confirm the genetic association with D 3 receptor expression in the CNS and poor decision making from a range of addiction-related genes [85] .
Cognitive Biases and Distortions
Cognitive accounts of gambling claim that one of the primary reasons for the formation and maintenance of problem gambling is the presence of distorted or irrational beliefs concerning gambling outcomes. The presence of these perturbations is used to probe the severity of GD [86] [87] [88] , and their continued presence following intervention predicts relapse [89] . Although there are a multitude of these cognitive distortions in relation to gambling, one that has received considerable attention is the 'near-miss' effect. Near-misses are unsuccessful outcomes that are proximal to a win (such as matching two items out of three on a slot machine payline). Despite being subjectively aversive, near-misses foster the belief of personal control and potentiate the illusion that a win is imminent [90] . Near-misses, although present in multiple forms of gambling, are particularly prominent in slot machines and have been alleged to contribute towards the virulence with which slot machines foster problematic gambling [91] [92] [93] . Imaging studies indicate that despite the lack of objective utility conveyed by near-miss trials, they are experienced as being more similar to winning outcomes, as both wins and near-misses recruit reward-related circuitry [94, 95] . Susceptibility to the 'rewarding' aspects of near-misses has been proposed to confer vulnerability to the development of GD [96 but see 97] . Slot machines are becoming increasingly complex but essentially rely on conditional discrimination and as such should be imitable using animal models. Indeed, two paradigms have been developed for use with rodents [98, 99] , and of these, the rodent slot machine task (rSMT) has generated a greater amount of data.
Rodent Slot Machine Task
The rSMT requires animals to respond to 3 flashing lights roughly analogous to the wheels of a slot machine before choosing between two levers. One lever ('collect' lever) gives food reward on winning trials (when all 3 lights are illuminated) but a 10-s time-out punishment on non-winning trials (when any of the 3 lights fails to illuminate); whereas, the other lever ('roll' lever) allows the animal to start a new trial straight away.
Animals clearly differentiate win trials from most loss trials, responding on the collect lever on 100 % of win trials, but only ∼15-35 % of the time on loss trials in which only 1 or 0 lights were illuminated. Hence, it is possible to infer that rats did not reliably associate such loss trials with the possibility of reward. In contrast, animals responded on the collect lever on 50-80 % of loss trials when 2 lights were illuminated [99] , indicating these types of trials were treated as more similar to wins than losses, and animals behaved as if these stimuli were predictive of available reward. As such, this behavioural pattern strongly resembles the near-miss effect observed in human subjects.
In human gamblers, amphetamine increases the desire to gamble, an effect which appears contingent on D 2 receptors [100, 101] . Similarly, amphetamine augments animals reward expectancy on the rSMT, an effect that is dependent on the dopamine D 2 -like receptor family, as the D 2 -like agonist quinpirole also increases animals' erroneous expectation of reward on non-winning trials [ [84, 94] . Preliminary data indicates that the ACC is critical for optimal performance on the rSMT, as inactivations increase erroneous collect responses. Furthermore, infusion of the D 4 agonist PD168077 into the ACC also resulted in impairments, indicating a crucial role for these receptors in controlling responsivity to salient reward-related stimuli [103] .
Summary
The presence of cognitive biases and beliefs may be vitally important in the formation and maintenance of GD. Tasks such as the rSMT demonstrate that rats, like humans, are susceptible to the putative winning signals conveyed within nonwinning trials. Moreover, the efficacy of these reward-related cues to facilitate the representation of reward appears contingent on comparable brain regions. Therefore, such tasks offer an invaluable platform to develop novel pharmacotherapies for disordered slot machine play. In support of such a conclusion, data from the rSMT thus far indicates that D 4 receptor modulation can manipulate spurious responses to win-like stimuli. D 4 receptors are located on both pyramidal neurons and local GABAergic interneurons and have been implicated in maintaining homeostatic activity levels within the PFC [104, 105] . Consequently, modulation of these receptors may foster a more adaptive interpretation of subjectively salient reward-related stimuli during gambling [106] .
Conclusions
This review has touched upon some of the many animal tasks available that can mimic aspects of dysfunction seen in human gamblers. Animal models have the benefit of being relatively cost-effective, as compared to human imaging or clinical trials, and also offer a degree of control in regard to pharmacological and neuroanatomical specificity that would be impossible to achieve with human research [107] . Multiple transmitter systems and neural loci appear to be critically involved in mediating different aspects of gambling-related behaviour and decision making; yet, the dopamine D 2 receptor family appears to represent a common target. There are however critical differences, indicating that tasks with clearly defined operational constructs may aid in delineating multiple dysfunctions underlying conditions such as GD. Tasks that aim to mimic aspects of decision making where there is established homology between humans and animals, such as those described here, may be more efficacious than attempting to model an entire disease state [107] . The overlap between human analogues and the tasks we have discussed are suggestive of underlying similarities in both neuroanatomy and pharmacology, which is encouraging in the use of animal methods to develop novel pharmacotherapies. Ultimately, the key may be a more effective delineation of types of gamblers, as viewing gamblers as a homogeneous group has not been productive at making meaningful strides towards developing treatments. Elucidating primary areas of dysfunction within different sub-groups may allow for a more targeted approach to treating symptoms as oppose to a disease, and the tools to model these aspects of dysfunction in animals are available.
